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Abstract. This paper concerns developing two hybrid proximal point methods (PPMs) for 

finding a common solution of some optimization-related problems. First we construct an al

gorithm to solve simultaneously an equilibrium problem and a variational inequality problem, 

combing the extragradient method for variational inequalities with an approximate PPM for 

equilibrium problems. Next we develop another algorithm based on an alternate approximate 

PPM for finding a common solution of two different equilibrium problems. We prove the global 

convergence of both algorithms under pseudomonotonicity assumptions. 

Keywords. Equilibrium problems, variational inequalities, hybrid proximal point methods, 

extragradient methods, variational analysis. 
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1 Introduction 

The proximal point method (PPM), introduced in[?] and further developed in[?], has been used 

for solving optimization problems and variational inequality problems (VIPs) in the monotone 

case. There are many interesting papers on this subject; see, e.g., [?, ? , ?] and the references 

··----------·---therein.-ln-fur.ther .. developments..the.P.EM.has.also_been.applied_to_solvJng_Ye.ctor_.o.p_timiz_ati.on. 

problems (VOPs) as, e.g., in [?] and equilibrium problems (EPs) as in, e.g., [?, ?, ?]. Quite 

recently several versions of the so-called hybrid approximate proximal method (HAPM) have been 

introduced and developed in [?] for finding a common solution of VOPs and VIPs. The latter 

method is based on combining some ideas of the PPM for solving VOPs and the extragradient 

method to solve VIPs, initiated earlier in [?] and then developed in [?]. Let us finally mention 

that some variants of the PPM have been recently studied in [?, ?] and the bibliographies therein 

to solve EPs in combination with fixed point problems. 

In this paper we first develop, partly following the approach of [?], a hybrid proximal al

gorithm for finding a common solution of a VIP and an EP by combining the extragradient 

method for VIPs with an approximate version of the PPM for EPs. Next we construct a hybrid 

algorithm for finding a common solutions of two different EPs based on an alternate approximate 

PPM of the HAP M type. We prove that both methods are globally convergent under certain 

pseudomonotonicity assumptions in finite-dimensional spaces. 

The general equilibrium problem (EP) under consideration in this paper is formulated as 

follows. Given a closed and convex subset C of IRn and a bifunction f: C x C ---+ 1R with 

f(x, x) = 0 for all x E C, the EP consists of finding a point x E C such that 

f(x,y);::: 0 for all y E C. (EP) 

Denote by S(EP) the solution set of (??) and observe that this model is a common roof for 

a variety of optimization-related and equilibrium problems including constrained optimization, 

variational inequalities, Nash equilibria, etc. We particularly refer the reader to [?, ?] and the 

bibliographies therein for excellent surveys concerning a large spectrum of optimization and 

equilibrium models that can be written in form (??). 

An important class of optimization-related problems described in the equilibrium form (??) 

involves variational inequalities of the following type. Given a mapping F: mn -) mn, consider 

the variational inequality problem: find x E C such that 

(F(x),y- x);::: 0 for all y E C, (VIP) 

where (·, ·) signifies the usual inner product in IRn. We denote by S(VIP) the solution set for 

(??) and can easily see that (??) is a special case of (??)with f(x, y) = (F(x), y- x). 
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Recall that a bifunction f: mn X mn ~ IR is pseudomonotone on c X c if 

f(x, y) ?:: 0 ===> f(x, y) :::; 0 for all x, y E C. (1) 

A mapping F: !Rn ~ !Rn is pseudomonotone on C if 

(F(x), y- x) ?:: 0 ===> (F(y), y- x) ?:: 0 for all x, y E C. (2) 
--~ -- -----~-------

It is obvious from the definitions that the pseudomonotonicity of F in (??) is equivalent to the 

pseudomonotonicity of f(x, y) = (F(x), y- x) on C x C in the sense of (??). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to developing a new hybrid 

version of the PPM to find a common solution of the EP and VIP defined above. We give a 

description of the algorithm and prove its global convergence under appropriate assumptions. 

Furthermore, we discuss certain modifications of the new algorithm in the case of unknown 

information and also efficient implementations of some steps. 

In Section 3 we develop a hybrid approximate proximal algorithm to solve simultaneously 

two different equilibrium problems. The main result justifies the global convergence of this 

algorithm under the pseudomonotonicity and upper semicontinuity assumptions imposed on 

both equilibrium functions in the problems under consideration. 

2 Hybrid PPM for Common Solutions to EP and VIP 

In this section we develop a globally convergent hybrid PPM for finding a common solution of 

an EP and a VIP. The main idea of the algorithm (called below Algorithm 1) is to find first an 

approximate solution of some Auxiliary Equilibrium Problem, applying a PPM step for EPs, and 

then to apply a step of the extragradient method for the corresponding VIP. 

Algorithm 1 

1. (Initial Step). Let {ak}, {,Bk}, bk}, {~k}, and {Ek} be nonnegative sequences of real 

numbers such that { ak} is a positive sequence bounded from above, {,Bk} C [,8', ,8"] for 
00 

some ,8',,8" E (0,1), {~k} C [~'.~"]for some~'.~" E (0,1), and I: Ek < oo. Pick an 
k=O 

arbitrary vector xo E C and set k = 0. 

2. (Stopping Criterion). If Xk E S(EP) n S(VIP), then stop. 

3. (Proximal Step). Find Yk E C such that IIYk- Ykll :::; Ek, where Yk solves the following 

Auxiliary Equilibrium Problem (AEP): 

fk(Yk, y) ?:: 0 for all y E C (3) 

with fk(x, y) := f(x, y) + ak(x- xk, y- x). Set further Zk := ,BkXk + (1 - ,Bk)Yk· 
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4. (Extragradient Step). Compute 

where Pc denotes the Euclidean projection onto the set C. 

It is clear from the constructions above that Algorithm 1 is well-defined; see Remark ?? 

for more clarification on Step 2. The following theorem justifies the global convergence of this 

method under appropriate conditions on the initial data of the EP, VIP, and Algorithm 1. 

Theorem 2.1 (global convergence of Algorithm 1). Assume that S(EP)nS( VIP) =f 0, that 

F is pseudomonotone and Lipschitz continuous with constant L > 0 on C, that {'yk} C b', I'"] 
for some / 1

,')'
11 E (0, 1/L), that f is pseudomonotone on C and f(·,y) is upper semicontinuous 

on C for ally E C, and that the AEP in (??) has a solution for each k;::: 0. Then the sequence 

{xk} generated by Algorithm 1 converges to a common element of S(EP) and S( VIP). 

Proof. Let x be any element of the intersection S(EP) n S(VIP). Then 

By definition of fik and by the pseudomonotonicity of f, we get 

which implies the lower estimate 

It follows from (??) and the definition of Yk that 

Taking the latter estimate into account gives us 

iizk- xll = II.Bk(xk- x) + (1- .6k)(Yk- x)ll 
:::; .Bklixk- xll + (1- .Bk)iiYk- xll 
:::; .Bklixk- xll + (1 - .Bk)[e:k + llxk- xjj] 
= llxk - xjj + (1 - .Bk)e:k 

:::; llxk - xll + e:k. 
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On the other hand, by the properties of the Euclidean projection onto the convex set C and the 

pseudomonotonicity assumption on F we obtain the relationships: 

llvk- xll 2 = llzk -1F(vk)- vk + vk- xll 2 -llzk -'YkF(vk)- vkll 2 

-2(zk -'YkF(vk) - vk, vk- x) 
---------------·----------=<,_,11'-z"'-k _-_,_1"'--kF_(vk)- xll 2 

-llzk -'YkF(vk)- vkll 2 

= llzk- xll 2 -llzk- vkll 2 + 2/k(F(vk), x- vk) 
------·------------~---------

= llzk- xll 2 -llzk- vkll 2 + 2/k(F(vk),x- vk) + 2/k(F(vk),vk- vk) 

S llzk- xll 2 -llzk- vkll 2 + 2'Yk(F(vk), vk- vk) 

= llzk- xll 2 -llzk- vkll 2 -llvk- vkll 2
- 2(zk- Vk,vk- vk) 

+2/k(F(vk), Vk - vk) (6) 

= llzk- xll 2 -llzk- vkll 2 -llvk- vkll 2 + 2(zk -'YkF(vk)- vk, vk - vk) 

= llzk - xll 2
- llzk- Vkll 2 

- livk - Vkll 2 + 2(zk -'YkF(zk) - Vk, Vk - vk) 

+2/k(F(zk) - F(vk), vk - vk) 

S llzk- xll 2 -llzk- iikll2
- llvk- vkll 2 + 2'YkliF(zk)- F(vk)li ·llvk- vkll 

S llzk- xll 2 -llzk- vkll 2
- llvk- vkll 2 + llvk- vkll 2 

+I~IIF(zk)- F(vk)ll2 

= llzk- xll 2 -llzk- vkll 2 + 'Y~IIF(zk)- F(vk)ll 2
· 

Since F is Lipschitz continuous with constant L, it follows from (??) and (??) that 

llvk- xll 2 S llzk- xll 2
- (1 -~~L2)ilzk- vki1 2 

S (ek + llxk- xll) 2
- (1 -1"2 L2)ilzk- iikll2

• 

Furthermore, relationships (??) and (??) imply the estimates 

llxk+l - xll = llokxk + (1 - ok)vk - xll 
= llok(xk- x) + (1- ok)(vk- x)ll 
S okllxk- xll + (1- ok)llvk- xll 
::::; okllxk - xll + (1 - ok) [ek + llxk- xiiJ 
= llxk - xll + (1 - ok)ek 

S llxk - xll + ek· 

(7) 

(8) 

Employing next Lemma 1.1 from [?, Chapter 3], we get that the sequence {xk} is bounded in 

mn, and thus {llxk- xll} converges ask~ oo with the limit 

J.L := lim llxk- xll. 
k-+00 

(9) 

It also follows from the estimate in (??) that 

lim sup llvk- xll::::; J.L· 
k-+oo 
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Taking now into account that 

we obtain from [?] the limiting relationships 

~ -~~-~-------~--- - ------lim-ilxk-=-Vk 11-=-0-------and-thus--Hm-llvk-=--XI~=-JL·------- --~---(10} -
k-+oo . k-+oo 

It is an immediate consequence of estimate (??) that 

II 
__ 

11
2 < (ek + iixk - xll)2 -ilvk- xll 2 

Zk Vk - 1 - "(112 £2 . 

The latter implies by (??) and (??) that 

(11) 

Moreover, we have the estimates 

and thus limk-+oo ilvk - Vkil = 0. This gives therefore the relationships 

lim iizk- vkil = 0 and lim iizk- xkil = 0, 
k-+oo k-+oo 

(12) 

which imply in turn that 

lim iizk - xil = p.. 
k-+oo 

(13) 

It follows from (??) the estimate lim supk-+oo iiYk - xil :::; p. and from (??) the equalities 

Employing [?] again, we get limk-+oo iixk - Yk II = 0, and thus 

lim ilxk- Ykil = 0. 
k-+oo 

(14) 

Next let us consider any cluster point x of the sequence {xk}, and let {xkp} be a subsequence 

converging to x. It follows from (??) that the sequence {Ykp} also converges to x as p ~ oo. By 

definition of Ykp we have furthermore that 

By passing to the limit asp ~ oo in the latter inequalities and by using the upper semicontinuity 

off(·, y), we arrive at the eq\lilibrium condition 

f(x,y) ~ 0 for all y E C, 
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i.e., x solves the EP. On the other hand, it follows from(??) and(??) that the sequences {zkp} 

and {iikp} converge to x. Recall that we have by the construction above the relationships 

which imply by passing to the limit as p ~ oo and by taking a subsequence if necessary that 

x = Pc(x -7F(x)) 

with some 7 E ['y', 1"]. Hence x also solves the VIP. It follows finally from (??) that 

lim lixk - xll = 0, 
k-+oo 

which signifies the convergence of the sequence { xk} to an element of S(EP) n S(VIP) and thus 

completes the proof of the theorem. 6. 

The following remarks present some modifications and clarifications of Algorithm 1. 

Remark 2.2 (modification of Algorithm 1 with unknown Lipschitz constant). In the 

statement of Theorem ?? the choice of the steps /'k is based on the exact knowledge of the 

Lipschitz constant L. We now show that, if such a constant is unknown, the steps "Yk can be 

computed adaptively; cf. also [?]. If we set parameters cr, 7 E (0, 1) and 1 > 0, then at each 

iteration the Extragradient Step can be replaced by the following procedure: 

Set "Yk = 1 and compute iik = Pc(zk- /'k F(zk)) 

. iizk- iikll 
wh~le /'k > cr IIF(zk)- F(vk)li 

Set /'k := T")'k and compute iik = Pc(zk- ")'kF(zk)) 

Compute Vk = Pc(zk - "Yk F(iik)). 

Since F is Lipschitz continuous with constant L, we have the inequality 

and hence the "while" cycle is repeated a finite number of times. At the end of this procedure 

the step /'k satisfies the upper estimate 

Thus we obtain from (??) that 
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It is easy to check that this procedure gives 

/k E [ min{'}iar /L },"y). 

Following now the proof of Theorem??, we conclude that Algorithm 1, with the above procedure 

for finding the steps /k, converges to an element of the solution set intersection S (EP) n S (VIP). 

The next remark clarifies the implementation of Proximal Step in Algorithm 1 to solve 

constructively the Approximate Equilibrium Problem (??). 

Remark 2.3 (solving the AEP in Algorithm 1). At every iteration of Algorithm 1 we need 

to solve the AEP in Proximal Step. There is a rather developed existence theory of solutions 

to ·equilibrium problems of type (??); see, e.g., [?] and the references therein. However, the 

constructive implementation of Proximal Step in Algorithm 1 requires the usage of numerical 

methods converging to an optimal solution of (??) at each iteration of Algorithm 1. For this 

purpose we can use several descent methods based on gap functions developed in [?, ?]. In order 

to guarantee the convergence of such methods, it is sufficient to suppose that f(x, ·) is convex 

on C while f is weakly 'V -monotone on C with constant fJ > 0 in the sense that 

('V xf(x, y) + 'V yf(x, y), y- x) ;::: -ryllx- Yll 2 for all x, y E C. 

Indeed, under these assumptions with ak ;::: a > fJ for all k ;::: 0 the bifunction fk is strongly 

'\1 -monotone on C, which allows us to employ the convergence results of [?, ?]. 

Furthermore, in order to control the accuracy of an approximate solution to the AEP in 

Proximal Step we can use the approach described in [?] that is based on gap functions and 

allows us to compute an error bound of the obtained solution. Such an estimate is applied then 

to problem(??) provided that f is weakly monotone on C with constant 'T/ > 0, i.e., 

f(x, y) + f(y, x) :::; 'TIIIx- Yll 2 for all x, y E C. 

The latter assumption allows us to prove that the bifunction fk with ak ;::: a > 'T/ in (??) is 

strongly monotone on C; cf. [?] for more details and discussions. 

3 Hybrid PPM for common solutions to two different EPs 

In this section we develop a hybrid approximate proximal algorithm to find a common solution 

of two different EPs defined by bifunctions f and g with the same feasible set C. We denote by 

S(EP f) and S(EP 9 ) the correspondent sets of solutions. 
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The idea of the method (called below Algorithm 2) is the following: at each iteration we 

construct an approximate solution of the corresponding AEP with the bifunction f, then exploit 

this solution to define another AEP with the bifunction g, and finally construct an approximate 

solution of the latter problem and use it to update the new iterate of the algorithm. 

----------.Algorithm_ ... 2 __ _ 

1. (Initial Step). Let {ak}, {,Bk}, {pk}, {8k}, {e:k}, and {(k} be nonnegative sequences 

of real numbers such that {ak} and {Pk} are positive sequences bounded from above, 
00 

{,Bk} C [,B',,B"] for some ,B',,B" E (0, 1), {8k} C [8',8"] for some 8',8" E (0, 1), I: ek < oo, 

00 

and I: (k < oo. Let xo E C and set k = 0. 
k=O 

2. {Stopping Criterion). If Xk E S(EPt) n S(EPg), then stop. 

k=O 

3. {First Proximal Step). Find Yk E C such that IIYk- iikll :::; e:k, where fh solves the 

following AEP: 

fk(Yk, y) ~ 0 for all y E C (15) 

with fk(x, y) := f(x, y) + ak(x- Xk, y- x). Set Zk := f3kXk + (1 - f3k)Yk· 

4. (Second Proximal Step). Find uk E C such that iiuk- ukii :::; (k, where Uk solves the 

following AEP: 

gk(uk,Y) ~ 0 for all y E C 

with gk(x, y) := g(x, y) + Pk(X- Zk, y- x). 

5. (Update of xk)· Set Xk+l := 8kXk + (1 - 8k)uk and go to Step 2 with k = k + 1. 

(16) 

The next theorem establishes the global convergence of Algorithm 2 under appropriate con

ditions imposed on the initial data of the equilibrium problems of our study. 

Theorem 3.1 (global convergence of Algorithm 2). Assume that S(EPt) nS(EP9 ) 'I 0, 
that f is pseudomonotone on C and!(·, y) is upper semicontinuous on C for ally E C, that g 

is pseudomonotone on C and g(·, y) is upper semicontinuous on C for ally E C, and that the 

AEPs in (??) and (??) have solutions for each k ~ 0. Then the sequence {xk} generated by 

Algorithm 2 converges to a common element of S(EPt) and S(EP9 ). 

Proof. Let x E S(EP f) n S(EP 9 ). Then iiYk - xll :::; lixk - xll + e:k and 

(17) 
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similarly to the proof of Theorem??. On the other hand, we have 

The latter implies, by the definition of Uk and by the pseudomonotonicity of g, that 

------.v!i(-z~-uk-,u~-x}-~- -g(i1~}-~-o,--------------------------- ·· ·- ---·----------- - · ···- -- ·------

which yields in turn the estimate 

It follows from (??) and the definition of Uk that 

Therefore from (??) and (?? we derive the relationships 

llxk+l- xll = ll8k(xk- x) + (1- 8k)(uk- x)ll 

:$ bk llxk - xll + (1 - 8k) lluk - xll 

:$ 8kllxk- xll + (1- 8k)[(k + llzk- xlll 

:$ 8kllxk - xll + (1 - 8k)[(k + ek + llxk - xiiJ 

:$ llxk - xll + (k + ek 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Employing Lemma 1.1 from [?, Chapter 3] allows us to conclude that the sequence {xk} is 

bounded and thus the one of {llxk- xll} converges ask-+ oo with the limit 

J.L := lim llxk - xll· k.-.,oo (21) 

Observe also that estimates (??) and (??) yield lim supk_.,oo lluk - xll :$ J.L· We get furthermore 

lim llxk- ukll = 0 k.-.,oo 

from [?] and the obvious equalities 

and thus arrive at the limiting relationships 

lim lluk - xll = J.L, k.-.,oo 

lim llxk - Uk II = 0. k.-.,oo 

10 
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Applying further (??) and (??) gives us the estimates 

lluk - xll 2 = liuk -ilk +ilk - xll 2 

' I 

= lluk - ukll 2 + liuk - xll 2 + 2(uk - uk, uk - x) 

S (f + lluk - xll 2 + 2lluk - ukil·lluk- xll 

________ ____:< (f + liuk- xll 2 + 2(klluk - xll 

S (f + 2(kliuk- xll + llzk- xll2 -llzk- ukll
2 

S (f + 2(kiiuk- xll + {llxk- xll + e:kj2 -llzk- ukll
2

, 

which imply in turn the following one: 

Passing to the limit in (??) as k ~ oo and using (??) and (??) ensure that 

lim llzk- ilk II = 0. 
k-.oo 

Moreover, from the above we have the estimate 

and hence limk-.oo llxk- zkll = 0 due to(??) and (??). Thus 

lim llzk - xll = J.L· 
k->oo 

Taking now into account that lim supk-.oo IIYk - xll :::; J.L and that 

by (??),we deduce from [?]that limk-.oo llxk- Ykll = 0 and therefore 

lim llxk- fikll = 0. 
k->oo 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

Consider next a cluster point x of {xk} (which always exists due to the finite dimensionality 

of the space in question), and let {xkp} be a subsequence converging to x. It follows from(??) 

that {Ykp} also converges to x. By the definition of Ykp we have 

Passing to the limit as p ~ oo in the latter inequalities and employing the assumed upper 

semicontinuity of f ( ·, y) give us 

f(x,y) ~ 0 for all y E C, 
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which means that x E S(EP f). On the other hand, we get from the definition of ukp that 

(29) 

Since the sequence {ukp} converges to x by(??), it follows from (??) by passing to the limit 

asp ~ oo and and using (??) together with the assumed upper semicontinuity of g(·, y) that 
- ---·-···----~---~~------~--~~---·--·------------------~-------~-- ---------------···---------------------~--------------·~-----·-

X E S(EP g)· Finally, we get from (??) that 

lim llxk -'XII = 0, 
k-+oo 

which justifies the convergence of the sequence { xk} to an element of S(EP f) n S (EP g) and thus 

completes the proof of the theorem. !::::. 

Note that the discussions of Remark?? on solving Approximate Equilibrium Problems equally 

apply to the AEPs given in (??) and (??) of Algorithm 2. 
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